ABSTRACT This paper deals with the intelligence adaptation of distributed real-time embedded control systems when scenarios of reconfiguration happen in their hardware or software level. The reconfiguration process is a composition of controllers reconfiguration by adding/deleting or updating tasks and intelligence reconfiguration by adding/deleting and updating the rule base. The system architecture is composed of an application layer implemented as the real-time periodic tasks and an intelligence layer for autonomous and adaptive control behavior. In this research work, a rule-based system is used as the artificial intelligence component, where we propose to optimize the inference process by splitting the rule base into two sub-bases; the effective one and the general meta base. With this facility, the coordination in decision making for the distributed platform and system Quality of Service (QoS) in complex and robust system implementation should be faced by new strategies and correct policies. In this sense, we propose a new protocol for the coordination in the two levels of the reconfiguration process to get correctness in the system results. Dealing with performance, we propose to supervise the intelligence QoS of the whole distributed system. Also, we present the correctness of the coordination between the different decisions by the field of the coordination factor. An implementation of the paper contribution with Drools as an integrated rule-based system framework to RTDroid and a discussion of the inferring time and the memory consumption are presented in this paper.
their complexity is increasing according to their fields of application [2] , [3] . There are two categories of dynamic reconfiguration: (i) Manual reconfiguration executed by users, and (ii) Automatic reconfiguration executed by an intelligent agent that can be a physical resource (robot, machine, . . .) [4] , [5] or a logical resource (scheduler).
With the grow of intelligent systems exploitation in both manufacturing and digital economy, different challenges are presented for the optimization of the quality of services. Various hardware design and flexible software architecture enhance the autonomous and adaptive control behaviour in distributed embedded control platforms. Such systems suffer of limited resources constraints (low power consumption, low processor frequency, low memory. . .) and give importance to time exploitation and to the process of coordination between the different devices in the feasibility of such systems. In this context, authors of our community focus their works on the system architecture design by proposing novels refinement and injecting different layers to optimize resources allocation, system portability and to deploy adaptive architectures. The reconfiguration technology has belong a greatest solution for adaptive system to face environment changes and to perform autonomous behaviour. On one hand, the hardware reconfiguration technology aims to change the hardware design of the system using programmable hardware [30] . On the other hand, the dynamic software reconfiguration technology adapts systems automatically to the environment changes by modifying their parameters, deleting some tasks or messages and switching priorities [9] , [27] . In [9] work, a software/hardware/network task is considered as a realtime task which is essentially characterized by its: (i) Period T which representing the interval between two consecutive instances, (ii) Computation time C being the worst case execution time (WCET), (iii) Deadline D being the time by that the task must be accomplished. All those solutions help tasks or messages to meet their real-time constraints in critical situations and help also systems to continue performing results with a low-power consumption [9] . Those two solutions satisfy human invisibility constraint in pervasive computing and they reinforce techniques for context awareness computing by getting specific control behaviour for the DIS depending on system execution context [20] . Wang et al. [9] and Khalgui et al. [31] focus their research work in the reconfiguration of periodic and aperiodic tasks which are triggered by simple events. Nevertheless, no one in our community [2] [3] [4] [5] , [14] , [46] [47] [48] has address the problem of the reconfiguration of intelligent tasks which are triggered by a rule engine as an AI component. The AI implementation in embedded control systems is focused on the definition of self-tuning controllers, supervisory expert control and generation and management of application software for control systems [23] . Nalepa and Ziecik [24] , developed an Embedded Prolog Platform for embedded hardware. The work depicted in [25] proposes an implementation of rule-based system in a microcontroller for a smart home. Davis et al. [21] present a taxonomy and a survey in the application of AI techniques for adaptive distributed realtime embedded control system. Authors show in this work that a variety of AI techniques may be applied to adaptive DIS. Unlike this survey didn't propose an implementation of adaptive AI techniques in DIS with a low memory constraint and response time discuss. Dealing with adaptive and autonomous system in AI authors developed machine learning methods [29] to contain the environment changes. This technique generates and adds new rules for the rule base to resolve requests which were previously not supported by the system [28] . The learning methods invoke algorithms when, the coming requests/questions are denied from the system, or to obtain new knowledge and rules mining from existing data set or from experiences/examples [28] , [29] . The current paper deals with an original issue which is the implementation of the artificial intelligence that describes the flexibility of the system by a set of configurations presented in the RHS of each rule. In other words, the automatic concurrent reconfigurations of intelligence in distributed discrete-event real-time systems under inference response time and memory constraints. This reconfiguration process is a composition of controllers reconfiguration by adding/deleting or updating tasks and intelligence reconfiguration by adding/deleting and updating the rule base. Indeed, an inference rule is a trigger to activate/deactivate a set of periodic tasks or/and to reconfigure task's parameters. The LHS of rules are set of functional conditions depending on a set of defined sensor's measurements values in the working memory of the RBS. This formal description presents the reconfiguration of controllers with a rule-based system taken in this research work as the AI component of the system architecture and using the match-resolve-act cycle [22] . Complex reconfigurable systems having greatest number of configurations should be optimized by minimizing the number of inference rules in function of system execution context. Works in [36] and [37] propose techniques for rule base partitioning nevertheless they don't propose a methodology for rule base reconfiguration. In this position, our previous works [32] , [33] propose a new architecture for intelligence and controllers reconfiguration in AI-based adaptive control system with intelligence QoS, real-time and low-memory feasibility. Those contributions have made satisfiable results for centralized system adaptation when changes occur in the environment and give us the idea to explore the adaptation features of the rule base in a distributed platform to optimize the inference response time and the hardware resources management. In current system architecture, services and process controls are distributed between a set of connected embedded devices. These systems [12] encode several types of tasks (software, hardware and network) to handle several types of reconfiguration scenarios under classically functional and extrafunctional constraints (i.e. security and real-time [16] ). These scenarios are assumed to be off-line or run-time concurrent operations to improve the performance or save the system on the occurrence of software/hardware faults and also the networking threats [14] , [19] . Dealing with synchronization and coordination, many research works have used different protocols and techniques to ensure those constraints. MAS is used for this field in Khalgui's work [31] by providing a reconfiguration agent for each device of the DIS to manage the reconfiguration process and a coordination agent to ensure the feasibility of distributed reconfiguration scenarios. This solution didn't study the specificity of the rule based systems where interconnected devices may lead to critical problems and inconsistent decisions such as incoherent rule base. Therefore, in this work, we deal with the following problems: i) Coordination making for distributed platform and system Quality of Service (QoS) in complex and robust system implementation, ii) Management of the intelligence QoS of the whole distributed system, and iii) Management of the correctness of the coordination between the different decisions by the field of the coordination factor under inferring time and memory consumption constraints. The originality of our work is presented as an architectural software design to optimize the system performance in memory consumption, response time and taking account the QoS for the whole AI-based adaptive DIS. Indeed, we propose to devise the rule base of the system into two parts; one defined as the ERB and the other is the GMB. This later contains all the defined rules for all the possible system controller's configurations. The main contribution of our work is the proposition of a new protocol to coordinate between the different devices in a distributed platform. An intelligence QoS factor depicted as IF G and a coordination factor CF are presented in this research work. We defend the paper's contribution by a set of simulations to watch the IF, the time inferring and the memory consumption of the proposed architecture compared to a static system where it has only a direct access to GMB without the proposed restriction of ERB and the reconfiguration process. It makes the following contributions: 1) A new useful protocol for coordination making for distributed platform and system Quality of Service (QoS) in complex and robust system implementation, 2) New solutions for guaranteeing the management of the intelligence QoS of the whole distributed discrete-event system, 3) New solutions for constructing dynamically the correctness of the coordination between the different decisions by the field of the coordination factor under inferring time and memory consumption constraints, and 4) Innovative proposition of a new protocol to coordinate between the different devices in a distributed platform. We note that these contributions are relevant to any dynamic reconfiguration of intelligence for high behaviour adaptability of autonomous distributed discrete-event systems that have the considered architecture under the considered constraints of this paper. To the authors knowledge, until this research no one in our community deals with the dynamic software reconfiguration of the rule base in DIS. Our methodology which is composed of different steps is original since it gives system Quality of Service (QoS) in complex and robust system implementation, response time and memory guarantees that no one in all related works deals with. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the intelligent system architecture and formalization. Section 3 presents the contribution and the new protocol for the coordination in DIS. In section 4, we discuss the proposed solution by an implementation of the proposed architecture with a simulation scenarios to supervise the variation of IF, CF, the inferring time and the memory allocation size after each reconfiguration scenario. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. FORMALIZATION
In this section, we present the system architecture and its formalization to explore the problem of our research work.
A. DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENT SYSTEM
In the proposed approach of this paper, the distributed intelligent system is composed of k connected devices = { 1 , 2 , . . . , k }. The software architecture of each device i is composed of three layers; Controllers, Intelligence and RTOS where the controllers component are periodic/sporadic real-time tasks and the intelligence component is a rule-based system as shown in Fig. 1 . This later is implemented as a sporadic task to ensure both real-time feasibility with an RTOS scheduling policy of the whole software architecture and to perform an adaptive behaviour by reconfiguring the real-time tasks at run-time. Indeed, two types of tasks are managed by each device in DIS, RTask for Reconfigurable Tasks and STasks for Static Tasks and which are non-reconfigurable one (as some of OS Tasks, or user-defined non-reconfigurable tasks). The hypothesis of this research work is that all STasks are independent from RTask.
We denote τ i (t) = {T 1 i , . . . , T n i } the set of RTasks and i (t) = {γ 1 i , . . . , γ m i } the set of rules of each device i . The temporal descriptions of RTasks are defined as:
max is the maximum user-defined value for reconfiguring the period of a task and D j i is the deadline. A sporadic server is implemented for the RBS execution having as a capacity Cap i , a period Per i and a deadline Ded i . Indeed, the scheduler of the system is implemented using RM [34] and the system is feasible when:
where x is the cardinality of all STasks; this last equation is simplified by the following statement:
n −1)) − X where N = n + 1. In our previous work [33] , we proposed a novel approach to reconfigure tasks parameters by updating the period of tasks to their P max when real-time feasibility halts or critical battery charge status denoted as E cr and based on a new parameter the intelligence impact.
Let formalized as follows:
B. COHERENT RECONFIGURATION OF DIS
In this research work, we propose to implement the features of the dynamic software reconfiguration as an architectural optimization to . Indeed, once a moment t there is specific set of tasks running on the high-level of i defined by the set τ i (t) and its cardinality n i (t) also specific set of rules i (t) having as cardinality m i (t). First, we define τ i (t) as a finite state machine with the following formalization:
where the alphabet χ i is the set of possible running tasks (T 1 i , . . . , T n i ) and the set of execution conditions (EC 1 i , . . . , EC m i ). The vertices ϑ i are a set of tasks configurations. The edges ψ i are a set of conditions to enable a reconfiguration of controllers as shown in Fig. 2 .
The reconfiguration of intelligence is based on situation awareness and system execution context. For this, we propose that each rule has an execution condition to run a reconfiguration of controller as mentioned above and it has also a super activation/deactivation condition to reconfigure the rule base ERB at run-time. In this sense, let AC i = {AC 1 i , . . . , AC h i } the triggers for adapting ERB to new environment requirements based on context-awareness.
SMM is the state machine to formalize the i (t) behaviour in reconfigurable system. Indeed, the vertices β are a set of rules in ERB (γ 1 i , . . . , γ m i ) and φ are a set of activation conditions (AC 1 i , . . . , AC h i ). The RIA module presented in the system architecture with Fig. 1 , has the ability to reconfigure the rule base of the system by providing the flexibility shown in Fig. 2 . 
C. INTELLIGENCE QoS FACTOR
The adaptive behaviour of the tasks and the rule base should be guaranteed by a QoS factor.
For this reason, we propose to evaluate the intelligence QoS of the system at run-time depicted as IF g (t) and calculated following this proposed formulas:
where IR: T i → {0, 1} is a boolean function to follow the status of each task T j i if it is running then IR=1 else IR=0. Indeed, an intelligent system is an adaptive control system with compressed number of production rules. Behind this semantic, to decide whether the system should update its behaviour or its intelligence we should quantify the tasks and the rules in the current system configuration. Where the process of decision making is composed of rules and task's configurations, the intelligence QoS in DIS is presented as the minimum number of active decisions from all the running tasks and rules in the whole DIS. The proposed factor is null when all the running tasks haven't corresponding rules in ERB and it tends to 1 when all the running tasks have a corresponding rules in ERB and m i (t) is minimal (equal to 1). The cost of reconfiguration process for both intelligence Cost RI and controllers Cost RC in time computation is proportional to the intelligence QoS. To evaluate the overall cost of the proposed reconfiguration restriction, we propose the following formulas:
The overall cost is exponential when IF G tends to zero and it is minimal when IF G tends to one.
The performance of the proposed system architecture is proportional to the cost where it is null when the GeneralCost is exponential.
D. PROBLEM AND CONSTRAINTS
In the literature, there are a lot of successful studies addressing the scheduling problem of real-time tasks [34] , [44] . For example, the inherent flexibility of hierarchical structure scheme with main-servo loop control structure is proposed to the problem of integrated chassis control system for the vehicle. It includes both main loop which calculates and allocates the aim force using the optimal robust control algorithm and servo loop control systems which track and achieve the target force using the on board independent brake actuators [45] . The work in [42] proposes a stack resource policy (SRP) that allows processes with different priorities to share a single run-time stack. In [34] work, the authors suggest the rate monotonic policies (RM) and the earliest deadline first (EDF) for the scheduling of periodic tasks. The original priority ceiling protocol (OPCP) and immediate priority ceiling protocol (IPCP) are presented in [40] in order to manage the tasks that share resources. The goal of the priority ceiling protocol is to prevent deadlocks and reduce the blocking to at most one critical section [43] . The (m,k)-firm model [39] is used in a degraded mode to better characterize the timing constraints of real-time streams. Also, various related works have been dedicated to develop reconfigurable real-time control systems. Also, the research in [41] focuses on low-power dynamic reconfigurations of synchronous real-time control systems. On the other hand, the work in [9] proposes new solutions to schedule reconfigurable real-time systems implemented with independent periodic and probabilistic tasks under realtime constraints. However, the new generation of embedded systems aims to address new criteria such as flexibility and agility [17] . To reduce their cost, these systems should be changed and adapted to their environment without any disturbance by applying reconfiguration scenarios. We distinguish two reconfiguration policies [7] , [8] : (i) static reconfigurations applied off-line to apply changes before system could start, (ii) dynamic reconfigurations applied dynamically at run-time. Two cases exist in the last policy: manual reconfigurations applied by users and automatic reconfigurations applied by intelligent agents. In the current work, we are interested in dynamic and automatic reconfigurations. The reconfiguration process in our work is exactly an architectural contribution for autonomous behaviour and adaptive control in DIS. Nevertheless, updating tasks and rules configurations may broke the semantic of the system correctness where shared resources in local devices and cooperative decisions between different devices halt.
Shared resources ShRes i are local resources shared between different tasks running in the same device. Cooperative decisions are controlled by a set of exchanged messages CoMsg between different devices. We denote 
where E is the actual battery charge status. The real-time feasibility is calculated in function with the processor utilization for the RM scheduling algorithm [34] . If the conditions presented in equations 17 and 18 become non-satisfiable the values of their constraints change to 0.
III. CONTRIBUTION
In this section, we present the proposed approach to resolve the problem invoked in this research paper for the coordination in AI-based adaptive DIS.
A. MOTIVATION
In a distributed platform, contradictory reconfiguration process affects the semantic of the system correctness and feasibility. In this context, we propose a new protocol to guarantee the system constraints presented in equation 15 and to preserve reliability in each device and the coordination, synchronization and cooperation of the whole system. Indeed, the proposed protocol should assure reliability in both intelligence and controllers components by a dedicated coordination factor. This new useful protocol for coordination is making for distributed platform and system Quality of Service (QoS) in complex and robust system implementation, presents new solutions for guaranteeing the management of the intelligence QoS of the whole distributed discrete-event system, proposes new solutions for constructing dynamically the correctness of the coordination between the different decisions by the field of the coordination factor under inferring time and memory consumption constraints, and coordinates between the different devices in a distributed platform. We note that these contributions are relevant to any dynamic reconfiguration of intelligence for high behaviour adaptability of autonomous distributed intelligent systems that have the considered architecture under the considered constraints of this paper.
B. FORMALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
First, we propose to formalize the protocol for shared resources in local devices then we explore the features of coordination intra-devices.
1) COORDINATION IN LOCAL DEVICE
Let Reconf i denotes the reconfiguration data structure made of a type, scenarios and a value. The type of reconfiguration has ''Local'' or ''Distributed'' values, the scenarios are a controller reconfiguration Reconf τ i or/and a reconfiguration of intelligence Reconf i . The value is formalized as follows: ) where, the operators +, − and : present the operations of addition, delete and update parameters respectively and the sets α or β may be null depending on the scenarios of reconfiguration (controllers or/and intelligence).
The shared resources in local devices are in two levels; AI and Meta-AI. Indeed, the set of rules in i (t) may have contradiction with a reconfiguration scenarios Reconf i and the same thing for τ i (t) with Reconf τ i . We denote ShRes i as all the couple of contradictions in i by the following statements:
Dealing with tasks, we propose ShRes τ i as the set of couple presenting inconsistency and contradictions when running in the same device.
2) COORDINATION IN DISTRIBUTED RECONFIGURATION
The distributed reconfiguration is a process that should be managed with a coordination protocol to ensure the correctness of results between the devices. The feasibility of the initial system is done by a matrix CM = M τ M to save all the dependencies in both rules and tasks:
where T j∈ [1..r] are all the tasks sharing resources in the whole DIS where r k i=1 n i . The set δ τ j,i is a collection of tasks running in the device i and having dependencies with the corresponding T j in the matrix (for independent tasks, δ τ = 0 35492 VOLUME 7, 2019
and they don't figure in CM).
In the same way, γ j∈ [1..q] are all the rules having shared decisions behaviour depicted in the matrix as δ γ where q k i=1 m i . We propose the equation of the CF as follows:
The coordination feasibility of the whole system is ensured by the CF equation where is the cardinality of all the δ τ subs. IR is a boolean function defined as follow IR: δ τ j,i ∪ δ j,i ⇒ {0, 1}. For each task T j=1..r having dependency δ τ j,i , we investigate the status of each member of the collection T u j,i ∈ δ τ j,i ; if it is currently running on its corresponding device i then IR(T u j,i ) = 1 else IR(T u j,i ) = 0. Also, we investigate the rule base to fetch whether the shared decisions depicted by δ are omnipresent then IR(γ u j,i ) = 1 else IR(γ u j,i ) = 0. Proposition 1: The DIS has a correct behaviour when CF = 1 and intelligent QoS behaviour when IF g (t) tends to 1. In particular, each reconfiguration scenario Reconf i should guarantee the coordination feasibility by a primitive of CF denoted as CF Reconf i . To calculate this primitive, we propose a reconfiguration matrix of dependencies as follows:
We propose three modules RI, RC and RBS for a realtime linux distribution; RI is implemented as an interrupt service routine where a vector of interrupts defined as the values of AC i handles the different intelligence reconfiguration scenarios. RC is implemented as a loadable kernel module [27] to create/delete or/and reconfigure tasks parameters at run-time. RBS is the module of decision making for adapting the tasks in function of environment changes based-on the rules residing in ERB. Finally, a dedicated module for local reconfiguration is implemented as a part of the proposed protocol CoRDIS where its algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . To deal with those contradictions, a set of reconfiguration priorities are provided for each current/new configuration of running rules and tasks described respectively as: Pr Reconf ,τ for the new coming reconfiguration scenarios. The reconfiguration process is denied when the running configuration of tasks/rules has higher priority than the coming contradictory reconfiguration process. Otherwise, the process of reconfiguration is executed after deleting the running contradictory tasks/rules. Those priorities are used for both local and distributed reconfiguration process.
To face the disturbance caused by the distributed reconfiguration process, we propose the token-ring implementation of CoRDIS as a full solution for reconfigurable DIS with IF G (t) and CF guarantee. Indeed, two phases are proposed as an implementation of token-ring protocol; Phase 1: Asking the slave's devices to accept/update/deny the reconfiguration scenarios, Phase 2: Running/Cancelling the distributed reconfiguration proposed from a master device i .
1) PHASE 1
Prospecting the Slaves: In this phase, a negotiator token is implemented as a frame containing the address of the master, the data which is the reconfiguration scenarios and finally a VOLUME 7, 2019 dedicated two bits for accepting (01), denying (00) or updating (10) the reconfiguration scenarios. At first, the token is initialized from the master with the proposed reconfiguration scenarios and the bits of decisions have the value of 01. If a device denies the reconfiguration process caused by a contradiction as mentioned in local reconfiguration, the bits become 00 and the address of destination is reconfigured to be the address of the master. Indeed, the process of reconfiguration is denied when the priority of the coming reconfiguration scenarios is lower than the priority of the current local configuration of this slave. If a device updates the reconfiguration scenarios, the bits of decision become 10 and the successors devices have only the ability to deny the reconfiguration process by changing the bits to 00. In this case, a successor device that accept the reconfiguration process should only liberate the token to its successor without modifying the frame.
2) PHASE 2
The Master Decision: After prospecting the devices, the master decides whether to accept/deny or renegotiate the devices. In case of accepting, the master sends an executive token containing the scenarios of reconfiguration to be executed. In case of updating, the master decides whether to renegotiate the devices by re-sending the negotiator token with the updated reconfiguration scenarios or to deny the reconfiguration process. To avoid the exponential complexity of the renegotiation process, we propose a soft deadline of negotiation process, D and re-sends the negotiator token. When the response time halts the previous condition, the process of reconfiguration is finally denied. As a soft deadline, CoRDIS tolerates that the response time be higher than D Neg i in the last iteration; i.e., if the iteration u verifies the condition and the iteration u + 1 does not but the bits of decisions are updated to 01 as accepting the reconfiguration process, in this case the negotiation process is closed with a satisfiable status and the phase 2 is executed and the executive token is send to the slave's devices. Otherwise, the reconfiguration process is cancelled when a device denies the reconfiguration process or the response time exceed the deadline of negotiation and the bits of decision still to 10. The whole implementation of CoRDIS for distributed reconfiguration is presented in the state chart diagram depicted in Fig. 4 .
IV. EXPERIMENTATION
The goal of this experimental part is to explain the different steps of the proposed methodology and to prove the efficiency of our original approach. First, we proceed to the implementation of a brief application of the system architecture and CoRDIS protocol. Later, we propose to evaluate our contribution with performance study for memory consumption, inference response time, intelligence QoS and system coordination feasibility. 
A. APPLICATION
As an application of the proposed architecture, we present the following system description = { 1 , 2 , 3 } as depicted in Fig. 5 where a set of rules to perform the reconfiguration of controllers and a set of tasks in each device. The intelligence reconfiguration process is depicted in Fig. 6 where for each device, we present a set of activation conditions to reconfigure the rule base.
The dependencies are presented as follows:
We suppose the following scenarios; first, the configuration of the system is as follows: {AC reconfiguration scenarios to be {−{T 1 3 , T 1 1 , T 1 2 , T 2 2 }; + {T 5 2 , T 6 2 }} and succeeds the token to 1 with the bits of decision 10. In the same way, 1 has less priority than the coming reconfiguration process then, it accepts the reconfiguration scenarios and sends the token to the master. 2 accepts the reconfiguration process and sends the executor token which contains the final reconfiguration process value and the Reconf τ 2 .value = {−{T 1 3 , T 1 1 , T 1 2 , T 2 2 }; +{T 5 2 , T 6 2 }} process of reconfiguration is executed.
B. EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE
In this section we propose to measure the system intelligence QoS, the coordination correctness, the execution time and the memory consumption and we will compare it to a static system 2 without a reconfiguration features. In this simulation study, we propose a GMB having 10000 rules for 10000 tasks and we present an investigation about the memory allocation for the rule base and the inference time. The system 2 has the GMB and all the tasks running in each device. The system 1 has an initial configuration running of rules depicted in an ERB and a set of tasks with the proposed approach and modules. We have compared our solution to the static system 2 and we get satisfiable results with an optimization on the system execution time by managing the set of tasks and rules in the system 1 . The solution gets good results by minimizing the time inference and the whole system response time like it is shown in Fig. 7 .
Our contribution is implemented in embedded system where low memory constraint enhanced the community to develop techniques to minimize the system allocation. In this sense, the simulation presented in Fig. 8 shows that by reconfiguring the rule base and the set of tasks the memory consumption is optimized where only the rules and the tasks for the current contextual description presented in the two components AI and Meta-AI are running in DIS. Dealing with intelligence QoS and coordination correctness, we present to evaluate our solution described by the system 1 compared to 2 and without the features of reconfiguration and coordination. The system 1 preserves its intelligence QoS with a little disturbance in the moment of reconfiguration as depicted in Fig. 9 . Also, we evaluate the coordination correctness with the field of CF variation as shown in Fig. 9 , the system has a valid and a correct coordination behaviour when all running tasks/rules satisfy the CM matrix.
In order to be more effective, we can apply our study to many experimentations since our methodology covers various aspects: Coordination, inference response time feasibility and minimization of the memory consumption. We can for example, apply our approach for developing main-servo loop integrated chassis control system, the harmonically excited non-linear suspension system using a pair of symmetric viscoelastic buffers, dual axe drive pure electric vehicle based on motor loss model and big data calculation. And also for VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. System coordination correctness and intelligence QoS status. more IoT and cloud computing (CC) field applications under the considered constraints of this paper but we are restricted in this paper work to just apply it to a RTDroid as a real-time based Linux distribution and a dedicated RBS implementation with Drools for dynamic controllers reconfiguration as a case study for explain this methodology to manage distributed intelligence reconfiguration scenarios.
C. DISCUSSION
A whole implementation of the proposed architecture is successfully tested with RTDroid [38] as a real-time based Linux distribution and a dedicated RBS implementation with Drools for dynamic controllers reconfiguration. The proposed architecture may be applied to a various domain of application for digital industry, autonomous car or unmanned vehicle, defence purpose and smart cities where adaptive control should be enhanced by expert domain implemented in a knowledge base. The activation conditions can be applied with user requirements or dedicated rule base partitioning as works in [36] , [37] , and [14] . By comparing our work with the existing methods above [12] , [19] , [33] , [36] , [37] we believe that our contribution is original since these related works do not consider the same assumptions of this work. To the author knowledge, this proposed approach and the coordination protocol for both adaptive intelligence and control is the first work in this field as a full implementable software architecture. We present in Fig. 10 a full description of the works related to our contribution with a description of their adaptive control, adaptive intelligence, coordination and finally rule base partitioning.
V. CONCLUSION
In this research work we present a new solutions for adaptive DIS where we implement an adaptive rule-based system for both controllers and intelligence reconfiguration. A new protocol of communication for coordination in distributed and local reconfiguration called CoRDIS is proposed as the major contribution of this research work. Our methodology is certain since it can be applied to any system with the predefined assumptions. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is original since no one in all related works and in all our previous works deals with the automatic intelligence reconfiguration of reconfigurable distributed intelligent systems. The simulation and the experimentation have shown that by decreasing the number of rules in the rule base, the response time of the system becomes better and the memory consumption decreases. The correctness of the system in the coordination process and the intelligence QoS are ensured in this paper by proposing equations to verify the system behavior. In the future works, we aim to study the security part of the whole solution with cloud computing features and in internet of things (IoT) architecture. Also, we plan in a future work to deal with a real case study under other constraints such as energy and fault tolerance that should be satisfied by this kind of systems. Moreover, we will work on optimizing the application process of the proposed approach where we will consider the performance of this methodology. 
